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Timed to the publication of the author+s new illustrated children+s book, A Family of Poems, the
national bestseller is now available in a specially priced gift editionJacqueline Kennedy Onassis
loved literature, especially poetry. -Once you can express yourself,+ she wrote, +you can tell the
world what you want from it+All the changes in the world, for good or evil, were first brought about
by words.+ Now, Caroline Kennedy shares her mother+s favorite poems and the worlds behind her
strong belief in the power of literature. A wonderful volume for reading aloud or by yourself, a
meaningful gift or keepsake, The Best-Loved Poems of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis offers an
intimate view of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis+ world, and a poignant glimpse into her heart.
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I think I can liberally say, and that others will agree, that the Kennedy family revels in their
iconography (for example, the catalogue for the JACQUELINE KENNEDY: THE WHITE HOUSE
YEARS exhibit.) However, every once in a while, they have an inspiring moment that allows us to
see the person, and not the icon, that is celebrated. This book is one of those moments.Now, it is a
definite possibility that someone is going to complain when they get this book--they will say that
there is nothing new revealed about Jackie, and that nothing Caroline Kennedy says has any depth
when discussing her mother. Yes, they are right--there is nothing new revealed here, but Caroline
Kennedy is not the type of person who would write a tell-all-book in the first place. As she says, this
book was written because her mother gave her family their love of poetry, and she wants to inspire

others to develop their own love of poetry too.As for the poems, they range from the Biblical to the
very modern poets like e.e. cummings. The book is divided into 7 sections: America, First Poems,
Adventure, Escape, Romance and Love, Reflection, and In Her Own Words.Each section opens
with an introduction by Caroline as to why her mother liked or was inspired by the poems, and some
of the poems have footnotes explaining why they were particularly important to include in the
book.Another thing people will be bound to complain about is that all the poetry that JKO wrote that
is included in this has been published before. But that is acknowledged by Caroline, and as she
explains it--that were included to encourage people to write poetry of their own.This book was very
clearly designed in such a way to make you want to pick it up and read it on a cold, windy, rainy
day...sitting around the fireside...
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